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What are some of the underlying causes of data breaches in school
districts?

Votes

Paul - Teachers that don't understand the severity or long-term
ramifications of sharing and exposing student data

6

Paul - Teachers that know a program isn't approved or safe to use, but
they really like it so they use it anyway.

6

VP - Lack of accountability for holding people accountable in the district
for violating the law.  Need to change bargaining unit agreements to
include accountability to the laws of Data Privacy.

4

Karen - 
Staff not really thinking it will happen at their school.

4

VP  - The inconvenience of having a product go through the Privacy Law
requirements to be approved for use in the classroom.

3

Crissy -  Lack of knowledge of the terminology and meaning of the terms. 2

Everyone has their own set of boundaries. Many people don't think about
the bad things that can happen.

2

John - Staff (educators) are not being trained and some are under the
assumption that ... oh it won't happen here. KNOWB4 training would be a
start

1

Eric- Lack of training for staff and students. 1

VP - A small portion are vendors not following the agreements 1

Lauren Berry - There will always be something or someone pushing the
limits on our safety and security protocols. The training that is required to
be not only aware, but intentional about current Digital Literacy is missing
at many state, district and school levels. In addition to training the
leaders, we also need to train the students themselves! A student
centered classroom cannot run well without positive Digital Citizens
modeling that behavior.

0

John - In Iowa, it seems that "Microsoft districts" are being targeted with
Ransomware.

0


